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(Personal opinions. Comments are welcomed)
Achievements

In August 2016, the provincial administration issued a document with implementation opinions. Since January 2017, 13 cities and 99 counties (cities, districts) in the province have issued their local implementation opinions and established a joint meeting system. By November 2018, the joint meeting system had covered the whole province.

Provincial-wide coverage

In 2018, a total of 36,000 new cases were reviewed, 57 were revised; 66,000 existing cases were cleared, and 657 documents were made ineffective.

Limited Effect
Why is the effect limited?

1. Local administrators: should not be too progressive
   - Impact on attracting investments; lower level administrators have more concerns in this regards
   - Worry about losing advantages; practicing fair competition internally; taking more advantages externally
   - Not willing to be the pioneer; always comparing with “neighbors”
   - Knowledge of “fair competition”
Why is the effect limited?

2. Big and influential enterprises cannot afford to lose advantages
   • Companies in underdeveloped areas contribute a lot to the local fiscal revenue, therefore benefit more from preferential policies
   • Companies that have more social influence (providing more employments or public enterprises) including foreign-capital enterprises
   • State-owned companies have their pride and want more resources
   • “We don’t need preferential policies. We want fair competition environment instead.”
Why is the effect limited?

3. Practitioners: fail to fulfil the responsibilities
   • Lack of knowledge in competition policies and lack of experience in making good judgements
   • Afraid to investigate; higher requirement compared to legitimacy investigation
   • Unwilling to investigate and take the responsibilities

The problems have existed in a long time. The Fair Competition Review System will help with solving the problems
Major measures

A more proactive approach:
Make sure all provincial documents are reviewed

Assistive investigation:
Provincial government plays an exemplary role

Supervision: All cities and counties are covered
A proactive approach to ensure all documents are reviewed

The government is the key and the most difficult part:

- Take the initiative to report, answer questions that the hierarchy cares about, and address the hierarchy’s concerns.
  - How is this related to legitimacy investigation?
  - How does it affect us?
  - How are things done in other places?

Fair Competition Review System included in the *Procedure for Setting the Provincial Government*
A proactive approach to ensure all documents are reviewed
A proactive approach to ensure all documents are reviewed

- Take the initiative to communicate and coordinate with the Communication Division to make sure un-reviewed documents will not be released. (To prevent un-reviewed documents from being released by improving the work procedure)
- Take the responsibility to archive and classify stock documents, and hand them over to relevant authorities for clean-up. (In 2018, a total of 467 provincial government documents were cleaned up, 5 were revised, and 2 were made ineffective)
- Take the responsibility to control and check with the Legal Affairs Office and intercept un-reviewed documents. (Case studies)
Assistive investigation is a temporary measure. It is a compromised solution to the inactivity in self-review and varying standards.

- **Set up an assistive investigation team.**
  (Select practitioners from the Fair Competition Review Department as fixed personnel; invite professionals for support. Joint meetings and fixed personnel serve as the primary measures.)

- **Flexible approaches**
  (Group discussions, seminars, conferences, consultations, etc. We successfully prevented the issuance of the Implementation Directive of Agricultural Insurance)
Assistive investigation: provincial government departments play an exemplary role

- **Standardised investigations**
  (Issued the regulations for assistive investigation: primarily self-review supported by assistive investigation; avoiding bypassing direct hierarchy)

- **Explore third-party assessments**
  (Explored third-party assessments in the self-review process of policy-making bodies and a third-party evaluation system for joint meetings)

Establish an OA module to ensure procedural feasibility
Cities and counties are the “worst affected areas” of eliminating restrictive competition measures, where Fair Competition Review is opposed the most. It is very common to see unwillingness, inability and fear of review, which hinders the full implementation of the system.

- **Special supervision**
  (In 2018, six inspection teams led by the joint meeting office launched supervision on 44 provincial government agencies and 13 cities, addressing unfair competition in the bidding process for construction projects, photovoltaic industry, market access and government procurement, etc.)
Supervision: Full coverage of cities and counties

- “Anatomical” research
  - Coordinated reinforced research in problematic areas
  - Dissect each and every detail of randomly selected documents;
  - Corrected several documents on local protectionism
Supervision: Full coverage of cities and counties

- **Anti-administrative monopoly enforcement**
  - Strengthened self-review, corrected illegitimate administrative conducts and deepened the implementation of the Fair Competition Review System
  - Currently most cases are derived from informants (bidding in pharmaceutical sector case and specified delivery case)

- **Exemplary cities**
  - Selected cities and counties to serve as good examples
  - Established review and filing system for the Gaochun District of Nanjing
  - Nantong City is listed in the Measures for Administrative Assessment in accordance with Law.
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